Introduction
Magnetic and spintronic media have offered fundamental scientific subjects and technological applications 1 .
Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy 2 provides the most accessible platform to study the dynamics of spins, magnetic quasi-particles, and domain walls 3, 4, 5, 6 . However, in the research of nanoscale spin textures and state-of-theart spintronic devices, optical techniques are generally restricted by the extremely weak magneto-optical activity and diffraction limit. Highly sophisticated, expensive electron microscopy and scanning probe methods thus have come to the forefront 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 . Here, we show that perfect optical absorption (POA) dramatically improves the performance and functionality of MOKE microscopy. For 1-nm-thin Co film, we demonstrate a Kerr amplitude as large as 20 and magnetic domain imaging visibility of 0.47. Especially, POA-enhanced MOKE microscopy enables real-time detection and statistical analysis of sub-wavelength magnetic domain reversals. Furthermore, we exploit enhanced magneto-optic birefringence and demonstrate analyser-free MOKE microscopy. The POA technique is promising for optical investigations and applications of nanomagnetic systems.
Main
At the heart of our novel high-performance MOKE microscopy is POA, which is realised by two thin SiO2 spacer layers and a bottom Al mirror, as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1a 13, 14 . The bottom phase-matching SiO2 layer enables destructive interference, to suppress the non-MO reflection amplitude . Depending on the thickness of the phase-matching layer, lights reflected from the magnetic layer and the mirror layer interferes. The suppression in appears in a broad spectral range by the phase-compensation of the top SiO2 layer. In addition, a highly confined electric field in the magnetic medium enhances the MO reflection amplitude . For the incident light linearly polarised along the x-direction, the Kerr rotation K and ellipticity K are related through the Kerr amplitude 2 | + | = |tan −1 ( / )|. In our multi-layer structure, POA significantly enhances the Kerr amplitude, up to two orders of magnitude compared with conventional measurements. Such an extreme enhancement of the Kerr amplitude facilitates highly sensitive detection and imaging of magnetised domains ( Fig. 1a , insets). By optimising the reflectivity of the bottom mirror and the thicknesses of the phase-matching and phase-compensation layers, the POA condition can be achieved for a wide range of the magnetic layer's complex refractive indices and light wavelengths (Supplementary Information S1).
To verify the expected advantages of POA, we calculated the non-MO and MO reflections of a Co 1-nm / Pt 5-nm film on a SiO2 substrate, and those for the same film embedded in a POA multilayer (Figs. 1b and 1c) 15 . We assume that the magnetisation of the Co/Pt medium was saturated along the +z direction 16 and a 660-nm-wavelength We first experimentally demonstrate POA-enhanced polar-MOKE for the Co/Pt film ( Fig. 2a ). Identical magnetic films were simultaneously deposited on a SiO2 substrate and a SiO2/Al/SiO2 substrate, for POA. A 2-nmthick AlOx layer on the Co/Pt film was additionally deposited in situ, to prevent oxidation. We achieved high-quality POA, reaching 99.94%. Such high-quality POA suppressed the non-MO reflection amplitude | | down to 0.023, which was ~20 times smaller than for the bare film ( Fig. 2b ). As predicted theoretically, our platform also enhanced the MO reflection amplitude | | by 3.5 times (on average, over the examined range of wavelengths) larger than for the bare film ( Fig. 2e ). As a result, the Kerr amplitude in terms of tan −1 ( / ) reached 20.1 at the POA wavelength (660 nm), which was ~66 times larger than that of the bare Co/Pt film, and was >10 over a wide spectral range, from 648 nm to 674 nm.
The enhancement and isolation of the MOKE signal by POA are universal, regardless of the type of magnetic medium. We designed and fabricated a POA multilayer structure for a Pt/Co/Pt/Ta film ( Fig. 2c ), which exhibits different magnetic domain reversal dynamics from the Co/Pt film. Here, although imperfect fabrication yielded relatively low-quality POA of 97.14%, the mechanism for isolation and simultaneous enhancement of the MOKE signal was still effective; the non-MO reflectivity amplitude was suppressed by 3.98 times, while the MO reflectivity amplitude was enhanced by 2.93 times (Figs. 2f and 2g, respectively). Even without high-quality POA, the Kerr amplitude reached ~0.98°, which was ~11.2 times higher than that for the bare Pt/Co/Pt/Ta film (Fig. 2h ).
The POA platform significantly improves the performance of the MOKE microscopy. As illustrated in Fig The most innovative result of this study is the optical measurement of the statistics of the Barkhausen jumps 19, 20 in the sub-wavelength regime. As illustrated in Figs. 4a and 4b , the intensity of the reflected MOKE signal changes depending on the area ratio of the opposite magnetisation domains inside the detection area (indicated by the red dotted circle). In real-time measurements, the Barkhausen jumps are observed in the form of abrupt stepwise changes of the MOKE intensity ( Figs. 4c and 4d) . We converted the stepwise intensity change (I) to the area of the reversed magnetic domain (A) based on the quadratic equation (Supplementary Information S3) . It is however notable that, when employing a large analyser angle (e.g., 40 used for the results in Fig. 4 14 . On the other hand, in the domain wall propagation, interactions between nearest-neighbour domains dominate; thus, the magnetisation reversal is independent on the domain size ( Fig. 4f ). It is well known that the Barkhausen jumps satisfy power-law scaling of domain sizes 21 . In this work, we for the first time verify the powerlaw scalability down to the 10-nm-scale, which has not been demonstrated yet using conventional optical techniques ( Figs. 4g and 4h) . The critical exponents for the examined Co/Pt and Pt/Co/Pt/Ta films were −1.91 ± 0.10 and −1.83 ± 0.13, respectively. We expect that using high-performance photodetectors with a large dynamic range and GHz-level bandwidth will allow further investigations into the size-dependent dynamics of magnetic domain reversal, on the atomic scale and with the nanosecond-scale speed.
The isolation of MO reflection enables analyser-free MOKE microscopy. The MO birefringence causes the differential reflectance of left-and right-hand circularly polarised light 22 . In the Co medium in this study, the domain magnetised in the +z direction reflected left-hand circularly polarised light more than right-hand circularly polarised light, and vice versa. As shown in Fig. 5a , the MO birefringent reflection emerges from the non-MO reflection near the POA condition. The ratio of the reflectance of the right-and left-handed circularly polarised light was up to ~1.9, corresponding to the visibility of ~0.30 (Fig. 5b) . Such a high circular birefringence enables straightforward but powerful MOKE microscopy without any analyser or waveplate. The bright-field microscopy, using only circularly polarised illumination, excellently resolved the regions magnetised in the +z and −z directions (Fig. 5c ). Analyserfree MOKE detection can also facilitate the accessibility of MO devices.
In summary, POA provides a simple, promising way for significantly expanding the conventional limits of MOKE microscopy. High-visibility MOKE microscopy based on the remarkably enhanced Kerr amplitude enables real-time measurement and statistical analysis of nanoscale magnetic domain reversal beyond the optical diffraction limit. In the future, we expect to use the POA MOKE microscopy approach for investigating state-of-the-art topics in the field of magnetism and spintronics, such as skyrmions 23 , magnons 24 , and magnetic solitons 25, 26 . We also believe that the POA technique will significantly facilitate utilisation of optically functional nanoscale-thin films, from semiconductor quantum wells 27 to two-dimensional materials 28, 29 , for novel photonic and electro-/magneto-optic devices and systems 30 .
Methods

Fabrication
The 100-nm-thick Al mirror layer for POA was deposited by the conventional electron beam evaporation. The phasematching and phase-compensation SiO2 layers were deposited by the radio-frequency sputtering process. We 
Theoretical calculations
The permittivity of the MO medium for theoretical calculations was modelled by a Hermitian tensor, consisting of the diagonal non-magnetic permittivity and off-diagonal magnetic components. The non-magnetic permittivity of the Co/Pt and Pt/Co/Pt/Ta media was obtained from ellipsometry measurements of the bare films. The off-diagonal magnetic components were extracted from the MOKE measurements of the bare films. The permittivity of the bare films was then used to calculate the reflection amplitude (rxx, rxy) spectra and MOKE spectra, using the anisotropic transfer matrix method 31 (Fig. 2) . The permittivity of the deposited SiO2 layer was also obtained from the ellipsometry measurements. We used the permittivity of Al from experimental measurements 32 
